Airborne light detection and ranging (LiDAR) technology is becoming the primary method for generating high-resolution digital terrain models (DTMs), which is essential for commercial and scientific uses. In order to generate DTMs, non-ground features as buildings, vehicles, and vegetation must be recognized and distinguished from the LiDAR point cloud. However, various degrees of errors may accumulate in the separated filtering and modeling processes. In this paper, a novel physical process driven DTM generating method for airborne LiDAR measurement is proposed, which combines the point cloud classification and surface fitting process simultaneously. Actually, the physical dynamic process is integrated with the common non-uniform rational b-splines (NURBS) model under the corresponding parameter mediation. The experimental results show that the proposed method is efficacious in reducing errors and have a nice performance in terrain fitting.
I. INTRODUCTION
High-resolution digital terrain models (DTMs) are pivotal for commercial and scientific uses such as urban planning, path management, forest administration, flood simulation, and debris monitoring [1] - [4] . To provide sufficient data resource for DTMs, light detection and ranging (LiDAR) technology is widely used to scan the designated areas and obtain point cloud [5] - [7] .
In order to generate superior DTMs, one crucial step is to divide LiDAR points into ground and non-ground ones, which is also called the filtering process. During the past decades, numerous filtering algorithms have been proposed to extract ground points from LiDAR point cloud. These methods can be mainly categorized as slope-based methods, mathematical morphology-based methods, and surface-based methods [8] .
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In the slope-based methods, it is assumed that the slope variation varies greatly between different types of point clouds. The slope change of the ground in the neighborhood is usually gradual, while the slope change between the buildings and the ground is relatively large [9] , [10] . Sithole and Vosselman [11] proposed a slope-based filter to identify ground data by comparing the slope between LiDAR points and their neighbors. If the maximum slope between the selected point and any point within a given circle is less than a predefined threshold, the point is classified as a ground measurement. In [12] , the slope of adjacent points on the scan line along some specified direction has been considered. In order to improve the computational efficiency, [13] extended the single direction method to multi-direction scan line. Generally, slope-based filtering algorithm is suitable for the situation where the difference between the terrain slope and the nonground object slope is significant, for instance, the urban terrain modeling.
Another typical approach is the mathematical morphologybased method, which converts LiDAR points into regular gray-scale grid images through elevation, and then identify the shapes of buildings, cars and trees according to the changes in gray-scale [14] - [16] . Zhang et al. [18] present two different approaches for the filtering of laser-scanner data, namely the use of linear prediction and the use of dual rank filters. Specifically, the dual rank filtering algorithm performs a remarkable filtering effect in filtering artificial objects such as buildings. However, it needs interactive control and some prior knowledge to set the necessary parameters correctly. To improve it, Zhang et al. [18] develops a progressive morphological filter which can automatically extract ground points from lidar measurements with tiny user interaction.
For surface-based filtering algorithms, the ground can be gradually approached by iteratively selecting ground measurements from the original data sets. Haugerud and Harding [19] develop an algorithm to filter non-ground points by comparing the local curvature measured by points. This algorithm is proceeded by iteratively deleting tree vertices from the irregular triangular network (TIN) constructed from lidar measurement data. Axelsson [20] introduces a method to determine the ground surface and classify buildings and electrical power lines. This classification algorithm is based on the minimum description length criterion. Mongus and Žalik [21] iterates a thin plate spline interpolated surface towards the ground, while points residuals from the surface are inspected at each iteration, with a gradually decreasing window size.
The aforementioned filtering algorithms have shown successful performance in data experiments. However, various degrees of errors during may accumulate in the modeling process. In fact, on one hand, the filtering algorithm may generate potential errors in distinguishing ground points from non-ground points. On the other hand, due to the shielding effect of non-ground points above the ground, there may lack of sufficient information to describe the entire terrain which also induces modeling errors. Additionally, there are also errors in generating DTM surface based on the filtered points due to the accuracy of fitting methods. Accordingly, many methods of generating DTM surface with filtered points suffers from error accumulating from independent filtering and modeling process.
To cope with these problems, we propose a novel physical process driven DTM generating method in dealing with the LiDAR point cloud data. A physical process induced data fitting technology is introduced to integrate the filtering and modeling process. This idea is mainly motivated by the scenery that, for an initial surface among the LiDAR points, if it is attracted by the LiDAR points through some kind of force, which can be governed by a set of specialized motion equations, it will gradually change its shape and move toward the points in resulting a superior fitting. In this way, one can obtain the DTM directly from the preprocessed LiDAR point cloud, avoiding the error arising from separated filtering and modeling processes.
In this paper, we propose a holistic DTM algorithm driven by physical process, which combines the point cloud classification and surface fitting process simultaneously. Actually, we integrate the physical dynamic process with the common non-uniform rational b-splines (NURBS) model, and automatically generates continuous and smooth surface models under the corresponding parameter mediation. In this way, all the parameters in the modeling process do have corresponding physical meanings, which is convenient for users to understand and adjust, showing the operating advantage of the proposed method. Moreover, the applied dynamic NURBS (D-NURBS) surface, also has common analytic expression and is easy to store and transmit. Various data simulating experiments on benchmark terrain surface demonstrate that our method is efficacious in reducing errors and have a nice performance in terrain fitting.
The arrangement of this paper is as follows. Section II introduces the mechanism of the fitting technology driven by physical process and its integration with selected geometry modeling methods. In Section III, experimental results are presented. Conclusions are made in Section IV.
II. METHOD
The establishment process of physical process driven DTM could be demonstrated as four steps as follows: To begin with, we preprocess the obtained LiDAR point cloud data to remove noise points; Secondly, a specific physical process is introduced, aiming at inducing a dynamic surface to fit the preprocessed LiDAR data.; In the third step, the previously designed dynamic fitting surface is characterized by a D-NUBRS model. At last, the embedded physical process in D-NUBRS model is iterated until it evolves into a static equilibrium state, which indicates the iterative calculation has reached the convergence state. At this point, the algorithm is terminated and the final DTM is obtained. The whole process is shown in Fig. 1 .
A. PREPROCESS
Actually, the original LiDAR points data set obtained is usually scattered and irregular. Thus, the first stage of our research comprises getting well distributed data points.
Due to the influence of hardware equipment and environment, the collected data points are mixed with points that are neither ground points nor objects on the ground. Since these noise or outlier points largely affect the generation of DTM, the preprocessing of the initial data set becomes necessary and critical.
In this research we introduce a statistical filtering technique to remove noise points from the LiDAR point cloud. This method is based on the statistical calculation of the neighborhood distance distribution [22] . Concretely, for each data point i, the average distance D i between the target point and its neighbors is obtained by calculating the mean value of point pairs' Euclidean distance.
Here k is a preset number.N (i) is the set of k neighbors.p i is the generalized coordinates of point i. We then consider the distribution of D i , which is supposed to follow a Gaussion distribution, as shown in Fig. 2 . Statistically speaking, the shape of the distance distribution depends on the mean value µ and standard deviation σ , which provides a criterion for identifying outlier points. Literally, a point whose corresponding average distance is beyond the standard range µ ± α · σ may be identified as an outlier and removed from the point set. Here the coefficient α is an adjustable parameter depending on the actual experimental data. In this research, we set k = 30 and α = 2.5. We demonstrate the preprocessing procedure in Fig.2 ., as shown in the picture, points located in the range of x < µ − α · σ or x > µ + α · σ are identified as outliers, while points distributed in the range of µ + α · σ < x < µ + α · σ (marked green) are preserved.
After preprocessing, the processed set of points will be utilized to build the DTM. We should mention here that points that are filtered out are not taken into account for error calculation in the following steps.
B. PHYSICAL PROCESS DRIVEN FITTING
A physical process driven model integrates mass distribution, internal deformation energy and other physical quantities into general surface geometric substrates [23] . Accordingly, this kind of model can be used to simulate the dynamic changing process of a surface, as well as characterize the process of dynamic fitting and the physical state at any moment. In this research, the proposed deformable model is governed by the laws of mechanics of continuums whose shapes can change over time. These laws, described by a set of dynamic differential equations, unify the descriptions of shape and motion.
The proposed dynamic surface fitting process is mainly controlled by a pre-defined physical process. At the very beginning, an initial surface S is supposed to be set among the LiDAR points, which may not fit the points properly. Assuming that each single LiDAR point performs an attractive force to a generalized point i associated with S. Here associated means i might be a point on S if S is a mesh or a control point of S if S is a spline surface. In this way, S becomes deformable and flexible since it is attracted by the LiDAR points and gradually fits the points cloud. The attracted force is considered as an external factor.
Besides, consider that S is not sufficiently soft, it has a stiffness which keeps S as flat as possible. In addition, kinetic energy, inertia and dissipated energy are also considered as internal factors in this physical process.
The overview of the proposed algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 3. Fig. 3 (a) and Fig. 3(b) shows the external and internal forces acting on the surface respectively. In Fig. 3(c) , the fitting surface changes from the initial shape to the new shape under the action of external forces.
Subsequently, to make the aforementioned physical system become an equilibrium one, forces induced by internal factors should be balanced with the external one, which can be described by a Lagrangian equation of motion:
Here p i (t) is the generalized coordinates of point i varies with time t. f i (t) is the resultant attractive force that acts on p i . T , U , F respectively represent kinetic energy, potential energy and Raleigh dissipation energy. N considered p i (t) forms a N-dimensional vector p.
Indeed, once the mechanical balancing process evolves into an equilibrium state, the surface motion becomes static. Equally, the velocity of all the points associated with S tends to be zero. In this sense, surface S is fixed, which means the kinetic energy and inertia of the surface also becomes zero.
Since the kinetic energy T = 0, one may solve the motion equation by introducing a damping density function γ (u, v). Thus, the dissipation energy of the surface can be written as
Here D (p) = γ J T Jdudv, and J is the Jacobian matrix of the surface S. Similarly, we define α ij (u, v) , β ij (u, v) as the elasticity functions in the parametric coordinate directions (u,v), then the elastic energy can be written as
Here
As f i (t) is the resultant attractive force that acts on p i , we assemble f i into the vector f p as
In this way, (2) can be transformed into
(7) is the simplified Lagrangian equation of motion that is also the control condition of our dynamic model. In practical calculation, we adopt its discrete form as
Then we can plug in general surface representation. We can adjust the parameters in this control condition to achieve the purpose of adjusting the surface, so as to provide more suitable DTMs for different terrain conditions. (8) is convergent, so p also tend to a stable equilibrium state in the iterative process. The final convergence state determines the fitting surface, that is, the DTM we need.
C. TERRAIN MODELING BASED ON D-NURBS
In this section, we mainly discuss the proper mathematical description of surface S. Generally, the non-uniform rational b-spline surface (NURBS) is a preferred to express the surface.
Basically, a NURBS form can be defined as
Here p i,j is the control points,ω i,j is the weight coefficient and B i,k (u) , B j,l (v) are the spline basis functions on u and v. In this research, since all the associated points on S are evolving with time, governing by the dynamic equation (7), the dynamic NURBS (D-NURBS) method is a beneficial choice which could characterize the time-evolving feature of the surface. Actually, for D-NURBS, the control points and weight coefficients are independent functions of time t, thus a D-NURBS surface can be expressed as
To simplify, if the weight coefficients are all 1, the D-NURBS surface degenerates into a dynamic B-spline surface., this form can greatly reduce the complexity of coefficient setting. Thus, without loss of generality, here we employ the dynamic B-spline form., In order to preserve the same fitting precision, the B-spline grid needs to be encrypted. Concretely, by applying the dynamic B-spline, dimension of the variables in (8) decreases from 3 × 4 (n + 1) (m + 1) to 3 × (n + 1) (m + 1).By separating the (x,y,z) coordinates, the system can be further decomposed into three (n + 1) (m + 1) dimensional systems.
In (11),D,K,f p can be numerically calculated by converting the integral into a polynomial using Gaussian integration. The detailed form can be expressed as follows through the Gauss-Legendre quadrature method:
in which
After constructing the spline fitting surface, the expected DTM is obtained. Based on the spatial relationship between the original data set and the generated DTM, the original data set can be naturally classified into ground points and non-ground points accordingly. Indeed, ground points are identified as the points below the DTM surface or above the surface within a pre-defined distance and non-ground points are those pre-defined distance above the surface. Then ground scatter model and object scatter model based on the initial data set can be extracted.
For the purpose of error analysis in terrain fitting, the generally criteria applied is whether the ground points and nonground points can be accurately distinguished. A universal, quantifiable criterion is the error proportion of discrimination. Practically, the error proportion of a proposed method could be obtained by examining the following three types of errors in a benchmark data set.
Type I error: the proportion of ground points incorrectly identified as non-ground points;
Type II error: the proportion of non-ground points incorrectly identified as ground points;
Total error: the percentage of all misclassified points in the data set.
In addition, the explanations of data and error types are presented in Tab.1:
III. EXPERIMENT AND DISSCUSSION
The hillside case with 52,119 LiDAR scanning data points, which is a typical standard benchmark data set from the International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ISPRS), was tested for demonstrating the effect of the proposed method by comparing with the common NURBS fitting method.
These scattered and disordered LiDAR data reflect the position information of the top surface like the building roofs, but the vertical walls and the ground covered by the building are missing. In addition, the distribution of the raw LiDAR data is not even due to the scanning overlaps caused by airborne LiDAR's scanning track and angle. 51,629 LiDAR data points were preserved after preprocessing, as shown in Fig. 4 .
As shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6(a) , the LiDAR points has been marked and classified manually into the ground (the blue points) and the non-ground (the red points). Fig.5(a) shows the effect of the proposed method by integrating the generated DTM (white surface) and the marked LiDAR point together. In detail, two cross-sections are picked randomly to illustrate the accuracy of the proposed method, shown in Fig.5(b) and Fig.5(c) . The white lines in Fig.5(b) and Fig.5(c) , and the generated DTM in the corresponding cross-sections, separate the ground points and the non-ground points clearly. According to the position relationship with the generated DTM, the LiDAR points can be separated into the ground points and the non-ground. By marking the same colors with the manual edition, in Fig. 6 we show the accuracy of the proposed method by comparing with the manual classification. In addition, Tab.2 gives the quantitative result of the proposed method: the type I error of our proposed method is 7.10%, the type II error is 10.42% and the total error is 8.65%.
Moreover, the common NURBS fitting method is employed for comparison. For a better result, we rasterize the area of the point clouds, and then select only the lowest point in each raster to ensure that most of the reserved points are ground points. Then the NURBS surface obtained by fitting the processed data is utilized to divide the ground LiDAR points and the non-ground. Fig.7 shows the comparison results in accuracy of the proposed method and the NURBS fitting method. The red and blue points represent the mis-marked non-ground and ground points which are not consistent with the manual marking in Fig.7 and the green points represent the consistent marking. The type I error points (blue points) are mostly concentrated in the lower left corner of the graph, that is, the ground points in that area are mostly misidentified as non-ground points. Low quality of point clouds makes it difficult to classify point clouds in that region.
The additional rasterizing and selecting process for the NURBS fitting method gains a better performance in type I error comparing with the proposed method. However, the key index of the type II and total error are still much larger. As shown in Tab.2, the accuracy of NURBS fitting method is far worse than the proposed method, though it rewards a bit in the computation complexity.
It can be seen from the experimental results that the proposed method can lead to a high accurate fitting result in the relatively gentle terrain cases. The proposed method can accurately distinguish the roof and tall vegetation, fill in some holes in raw data, and form a complete, smooth surface model. However, for steeper terrain, such as mountainous areas where the slope varies greatly, this method cannot achieve the same performance as the gentle cases. In addition, one of the prerequisites for performing the proposed method successfully and accurately is that ground points should account for most of the experimental data. Thus, for the proposed method, the more exposed surface results in the better effect and the flatter terrain leads to the higher accuracy.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a physical process driven DTM construction method based on D-NURBS. In the traditional spline surface fitting process, physical properties are added to make the fitting result more suitable to the surface, thus meet the needs of terrain modeling better. This method is easy to operate and adjust.
The advantages of our method are summarized as follows: 1. The parameters in the experiment have explainable physical meaning and can be adjusted according to the actual situation. 2. The generated spline surface model can not only be used as the basis for filtering the data points, but also be directly used as a DTM. We argue this kind of DTM could eliminate the need to interpolate ground points and fills the gap in the initial data. 3. Since the generation of the spline surface model only needs the information of control points and node vectors, it might show significant advantages in data transmission and presentation. 4. In addition, since this model is based on the dynamic equation of physics, it can also be applied to the dynamic evolution of terrain, such as flood simulation, debris flow monitoring, urban planning and so on.
However, D-NURBS method may not be very effective in processing data with steep slope. When the local shape is extremely complicated, much more control points of the spline surface need to be added to ensure the accuracy of the DTM. As a result, it will make the calculation much more time-consuming and may result in some unstable results. Nevertheless, for such kind of complex terrain, one may adopt partition modeling to reduce the computational complexity while ensuring the accuracy of the model. Consequently, the partitioning, modeling and stitching of terrain data should be the focus of our future work.
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